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As a creative group, ancient drama actors and actresses who are called as 
Youling are oppressed and discriminated by the whole society all through the ages. 
Relevant records and researches are so much spotless when compared with other 
groups. Moreover, it is hard to find right contexts which embody the very scenes of 
Youling’s life, and the value as documents. This article focuses on the scenes of 
Youling’s life through contexts which embody relevant content, with the help of 
relevant researches and history documents from ancient time to contemporary, from a 
documentary perspective.  
This article divides into four parts. Part one sums up the most important 
researches, including works from ancient time to contemporary, to get an open 
horizon on researching this subject, so as to prepare for academically collecting. 
Part two bases on ancient drama contexts, according to ancient notes and the 
latest research fruit, with intention to reclaim circumstances at that moment, to look at 
the situations of ancient drama actors and actresses, so as to grasp the essence of their 
living condition. 
Part three continues to discuss the social attitude towards Youling, from a 
cultural perspective. Youling’s attitude towards themselves and their own profession 
and drama creators’ attitude towards Youling and ancient drama as a kind of art are 
both including. This article tries to reveal the reasons of these attitudes.  
 Besides, ancient drama contexts have their own value as documents. A list of 
play and relevant drama material from contexts also play an irreplaceable role in the 
evolvement of ancient drama history. Part four tries to prove the value of ancient 
drama contexts as documents. 
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① 见“青楼集志”，引自中国戏曲研究院编《中国古代戏曲论著集成》（二），中国戏剧出版社，1980 年 7




















































































































































































































                                                        
① 参见廖奔《南戏〈宦门子弟错立身〉时代考辨》，中州学刊，1983 年第 4 期，和朱恒夫《戏文〈宦门子
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